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Discover Video Introduces DV Express HD Streaming System at Infocomm
June 5, 2017, Wallingford CT -- Discover Video today announced the innovative DV Express compact system for
live streaming, Digital Signage, and Video on Demand.    DV Express is ideal for small to medium organizations
that need a low cost, on premises, HD streaming platform. Schools, government agencies, small to medium
businesses, and healthcare enterprises will benefit from plug and play nature of the DV Express system.

DV Express includes four built-in HD encoders that can be used to stream any live video source such as TV
channels, cameras (live events), announcements, and security feeds.   It also includes a complete Digital
Signage system with unlimited signs.  DV Express can be expanded with Discover Video software and hardware
encoders, SignStick-2 signage media players, and Set Top Boxes. 

"We have developed the new DV Express mini DEVOS system for schools, businesses, and government agencies
that are on a tight budget but need live high quality HD streaming and digital signage" said Rich Mavrogeanes,
Discover Video's CEO. "DV Express is a versatile streaming platform that can be used for both internal and
external video streaming while providing many of the attributes of the award winning DEVOS visual
communications platform."

DV Express Key Features:

Four built-in HD encoders with HDMI inputs for live streaming
Up to 1000 simultaneous video streams to computers, mobile devices, and TVs
Up to 10,000 hours of video storage for VOD
Complete Digital Signage system delivering images, video, RSS, etc.to TVs
Priority Alert Notification system

About Discover Video, LLC

Discover Video is a leading software, hardware, and services provider that empowers customers with the ability
to broadcast and deliver live and on-demand video, presentations, and digital signage to employees, students,
or the general public.  We focus on the enterprise where network citizenship and security are crucial.  We
support all five screens and we provide a complete ecosystem.  Our customers include educational institutions,
schools, corporations, and local, state, and federal governments.
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